
Unit 11. Writing 
compositions

Practical guidelines



Introduction:

For all your writing, you will need to show that 
you can:

 articulate experience and express what is 
thought, felt and imagined

 organize and structure ideas and opinions 
for deliberate effect

 use a range of vocabulary and sentence 
structures appropriate to context

 use register appropriate to context

 make accurate use of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar.

You will almost certainly practise writing 
compositions during your course.



1. Some practical guidelines

In the following sections we consider the main challenges you 
might face:

Challenge 1. You don't know what the topics will be.

Challenge 2. You have to write within a time limit.

Challenge 3. You have to write to a particular length.

Challenge 4. There's only one chance to get it right.



Challenge 1. 
You don't know 
what the topics 

will be.



You won't know what you will be 
asked to write about until you 
see the question.

From experience throughout 
your course, you should have a 
good idea of the type of 
composition you are best at 
writing. This should help you to 
choose which topic to write 
about in an examination.

Topics can fall into two 
categories: narrative and 
descriptive.



Narrative:

Narrative writing is writing 
that tells a story, either 
imaginative or true.

Descriptive:

Descriptive writing is a type 
of writing that gives a clear 
and concise description of 
a place, person, object or 
event.



Challenge 2. 
You have to 
write within a 

time limit



Sometimes you need to 
complete your composition 
within a certain period of time: 
which is usually about one hour.

The time limit means that 
planning is even more important 
than usual, not less! Make a plan 
of the main points that you 
intend to include before you 
start to write. It is worth spending 
ten minutes on your plan.



Study tip:

1. Don't write full sentences in your 
plan, just brief notes. Note down one 
key idea per paragraph, backed up 
by very brief notes on how you will 
explain or argue that idea. Overall, 
five to eight paragraphs should be 
adequate, plus...

2. Your conclusion. Don't forget to 
include this in your plan; it is a very 
good idea to know how you intend to 
finish the composition before you start 
to write it!

3. You could use a spider diagram to 
sort out your ideas for your 
composition.



Challenge 3: You 
have to write to a 
particular length



Sometimes your writing will need to 
be a particular length. You need to 
be aware of the word count and 
consider it when planning and writing 
your composition to make sure you 
include everything you want and 
need to say in a concise way. It is also 
sometimes acceptable to write 
slightly less than the word count, as 
long as the expression, content and 
structure of your composition are of 
the required standard.

If you plan your composition carefully, 
staying clearly focused on the topic, 
you should not have much difficulty in 
keeping to the suggested length.



Expression:

The vocabulary you use in your 
writing and the accuracy of 
your spelling, punctuation and 
grammar.

Content:

The subject matter of your 
writing.

Structure:

The overall organisation of your 
writing and your use of 
paragraphs to support this.



Challenge 4. 
There is only 
one chance 
to get it right



You will only have time to write one 
version, so it's important to allow 
time for certain important checks.

We all make technical errors of 
spelling, punctuation and 
expression at times, and such errors 
are much more likely to occur 
when you are writing under these 
conditions. Stress can lead to 
mistake! It is important to check 
through your work so that you don't 
make this type of avoidable error.



Try to keep at least five minutes when 
you have finished writing to check your 
work.

Check:

 spelling

 punctuation

 paragraphing

 tenses

Finally, make sure your writing is clearly 
legible- If you write a brilliant piece that 
can't be read, it won't have the same 
impact.



2. Writing the 
composition



The main concern of those 
reading your work will be to assess 
how effectively you can convey 
your thoughts about your chosen 
topic using written Standard 
English. Your readers will want to 
be interested in what you have 
written. The more easily they can 
understand your ideas, the more 
effective your writing will be.

Always try to see your work from 
the reader's point of view!



Expressing your ideas
Remember that you will 
be assessed for how you 
have expressed your 
ideas as well as for what 
you have written.

Examinations test your 
ability to communicate in 
written English; they do not 
test the level of your 
imagination and 
creativity.



Use paragraphs logically

Make sure that your writing is divided into 
paragraphs and that the paragraphs are 
logically developed.

The opening paragraph should provide a 
valuable introduction, both to the topic and to 
the person writing about it; it should set the tone 
for the composition and make clear the 
direction it is going to take.

The middle section of the composition should 
be clearly structured and logically sequenced.

 Your conclusion should show evidence of 
being clearly planned for and the composition 
should finish with a positive conclusion.



Write in complete 
sentences

While you are writing your 
composition, always try to think 
in complete sentences; never 
start to write a sentence until 
you know how it is going to 
finish.

Make sure you use full stops to 
separate sentences correctly.



Take care with 
punctuation

A common error is to confuse the 
use of commas with the use of full 
stops. Other serious punctuation 
errors result from misunderstanding 
about how to use the apostrophe 
and how to use inverted commas to 
punctuate direct speech. Make sure 
you know how to use these 
punctuation marks correctly and 
check them when you have finished 
your composition.



Check your spelling

You will be penalised if you 
misspell, or confuse, basic 
vocabulary (there/their; 
too/to/two; quite/ quiet, etc.) 
or if you spell simple words in 
more than one incorrect way.

Nevertheless, you should not let 
your worries about spelling 
prevent you from using what 
you know is the best word for 
the job.



3. Features 
of a good 
composition



1. The ability to structure and organise your ideas dearly.

A well-controlled, well-developed composition with a positive 
opening and a strong conclusion will usually be well received.

2. A wide range of appropriately used and precise vocabulary.

This does not mean that you should fill your composition with 
the longest and most complicated words you can think of. On 
the contrary, it means that you should have a clear 
understanding of what you are going to say and a good 
vocabulary, so that you can choose the right word to convey 
the exact shade of meaning that you want.

3. A good range and variety of sentence types 
and structures.

This helps to avoid monotony in your writing. Try not to let every 
sentence take the same form, or begin each paragraph with 
sentences of the same pattern. To do well in your composition 
you need to show evidence that you can handle complex 
sentences confidently, However, the ability to use 
short, simple, direct sentences when your 
composition requires it is also important. So, vary the 
length and type of your sentences (compound, complex, 
simple) to suit your meaning .

You will be relieved to know that 
you are not likely to have a 
mark deducted for every 
technical error that you make.

As mentioned earlier, your 
composition will be marked 
by impression and the reader will 
balance the positive and 
negative qualities of your writing in 
his/her mind. The main positive 
features for which you will be 
credited are:



4. But what 
do I write?



We have been concentrating on how 
rather man what to write. You may be 
wondering about content. Content is 

certainly important, but some 
students tend to worry too much 
about it and create unnecessary 

problems for themselves.



The main points to 
remember are:

1. Be realistic.

You do not have time to write a novel during an 
examination and you will not be expected to 
do so. So, don't make things more difficult for 
yourself by trying to think of obscure or totally 
original ideas: the originality of your writing will be 
found mainly in the way you express yourself.

2. Keep it clear and simple.

What you write should be well 
planned, carefully structured and organised, a
nd clearly focused on the topic you have 
chosen. Your main intention should be to think 
how best to use the language to put across 
your ideas as clearly and as vividly as you call. 
Keep what you write simple 
and manageable; base your content on and 
within your own experience and you won't go 
far wrong .



5. Examples 
of students' 
work



Here are three sample student compositions for a 
Cambridge IGCSE First Language English examination. Read 
them through carefully. You might like to decide what grades you 
think they would have been awarded and why before you read 
the teacher's analysis that follows.

The original spellings and punctuation have been 
retained and major errors of spelling, punctuation and 
expression have been indicated. 

It is important to remember, however, that in all examination you will 
be credited for positive merits of style, vocabulary and so on, as 
much as penalised for errors.

For this reason, it is unlikely that every error made by a 
student would be indicated and the marking of the following 
examples reflects this principle.















Teacher’s analysis:







Teacher’s analysis:









Teacher’s analysis:



6. Practise
writing 

a composition





Examples of composition plans





Good luck!


